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Overview

This document details the changes and new features in KARMA 3.0 (introduced in the KARMA Motif
Software), from KARMA 2.2 (the version implemented in the Korg Kronos, M3 and Oasys keyboards and
the corresponding versions of KARMA Kronos, KARMA M3, KARMA Oasys and KARMA M50 software).

Major changes and new features

• 8-track design (6 KARMA Modules, 2 Keyboard Layers)
• Per-track Volume stored in each Scene
• Per-track Mute stored in each Scene
• Fill/Stop Feature
• New RTC Model: DF1 - Drum Fill 1
• Stutter Feature
• Enhanced Retrigger Feature
• Velocity Response Curves
• Master Transpose
• Chord Triggers (Pads) - Individual Velocity Sensitivity and Transpose
• Chord Triggers (Pads) – Intelligent Chord Trigger Transposition and other new features
• KARMA Wave-Sequencing modes for multiple keyboards and plug-ins
• New Performance RTP allow switching of Programs (Voices) on parts in real-time
• Performance Notes Feature

Minor changes and improvements

• New Note Latch Option: Always On
• Chord Recognition displayed always (even when KARMA is off)
• More assignable CCs for real-time control via external controllers

Extensively Redesigned Interface

• Single Window design
• New Scene Matrix page
• Activity Meters
• New Status Area
• Visual Feedback while editing Scenes
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Major Changes and New Features

8-track design (6 KARMA Modules, 2 Keyboard Layers)

Two new Keyboard Layer tracks allow a left-hand zone and a right-hand zone (or overlapping layered
zones) to be sent on separate MIDI Channels. Each Keyboard Layer has its own Transpose and Key Zone
settings. While this was previously handled within the Korg products by the combi’s timbre settings on
the Global Channel, this does not allow the Volume and Mute settings to be controlled in the scenes
(explained below). Hence it was desirable to be able to control some aspects of the keyboard sounds you
play live, from within the KARMA application, in each Performance. Furthermore, this allows the KARMA
Performances to be configured with the ability to change the RH lead sound to a completely different
Voice if desired, and store that in the scenes as well.

Per-track Volume stored in each Scene

For years, users have requested this
enhancement – and now it has arrived!
Each of the 8 tracks now has a Volume
setting, which is stored in each of the 32
scenes (shown above and to the right). This
means that the volume levels of all 6
Modules plus the Keyboard Layers can be
freely controlled and mixed in each scene.
Want the drums a little louder in this scene,
the bass a little softer? No problem.

Per-track Mute stored in each Scene

Each of the 8 tracks now has a Mute
setting, which is also stored in each of the
32 scenes (shown above and to the right).
This means that it is no longer necessary to
use any of the KARMA Switches in the
Master Layer to control the on/off settings
of the Modules (which frees up 4 Switches
for other KARMA Real-Time Control
actions). The regular KARMA Module Run
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setting now acts like a “Master On/Off” for each Module, while the Track Mutes control whether a
particular Module is on or off in a particular Scene. So if the Module’s Run setting is on, the status of the
Mutes is then taken into consideration within each Scene - if the Module Run setting is off, the Module is
silent and the Scene’s Mute setting is ignored. You can turn Module Run off to completely silence a
particular Module in a Performance, without needing to edit any of the scenes, and restore the Mute
settings in each scene simply by turning it back on.

Fill/Stop Feature

The Fill/Stop Feature allows any of the six Modules (or more than one) to act
as a fill, and be triggered by a controller such as the Motif’s Remote Mode, an
external controller device, or the computer keyboard or mouse. The fill can
be a drum fill (using the new DF1 Drum Fill RTC Model), or any KARMA GE
producing a melodic phrase. The key difference with triggering a Module this
way vs. triggering one from a controller in previous versions is that multiple
options are provided for how and when the phrase will be ended – such as
by the next played chord on the keyboard or Chord Trigger, by the next
Scene Change, by a certain number of bars, by a certain length of time – or
any combination of these various methods. You can even have a fill turn off
other modules when triggered, and then restart them when finished (such as
a drum fill stopping the drum groove, and then restarting it when the fill
finishes). This makes it simple to trigger simple or elaborate fill effects
leading up to Scene changes or other transitions in your musical
performance – bringing additional arranger-like capabilities to KARMA. You
can even use a fill as a lead-in or intro to the Performance, with a separately
configurable Bar Length. Furthermore, as any Module configured with the
Fill/Stop Feature is a GE with an RT Control Layer the same as any other
Module, a completely different fill can be configured in each scene.

New RTC Model: DF1 - Drum Fill 1

Along with the new Fill/Stop Mode, a 14th RTC Model specifically created for
Drum Fills has been added. The control mapping for a module using the
“DF1 – Drum Fill 1” RTC Model is shown below:

Choose a sound that will be played at the end of the fill such as various cymbal crashes, percussions
sounds or hits, activate a pitch-bend envelope for those swooping techno machine gun fills, add
panning, set up completely different fills at different rhythmic resolutions in each scene, and more.
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Stutter Feature

This new feature allows you to
rapidly “stutter” (retrigger) the
entire groove at different
rhythmic resolutions, providing
an effect similar to how it would sound if you sampled the entire KARMA groove and then replicated
small slices of the beginning of the sample in your DAW. Each Module can be independently configured
for rhythmic resolution, although typically they are set the same – and a “Stutter Gate” parameter allows
the effect to be gated with CC11 Expression for an enhanced chopping effect. From machine-gun like
stutters to slow triplet hits, it adds a completely new dimension to a KARMA Performance. The software’s
Real-Time Controls page has three buttons hooked up to three different stutter resolutions, which can be
configured differently in each Performance, and KARMA automatically quantizes and corrects your
button pushes for seamless smooth stuttering, even when you move from one stutter resolution to the
next. The three stutter speeds can be triggered from the Motif’s Remote Mode, external controllers, or the
computer keyboard or mouse.

Enhanced Retrigger Feature

Previous versions of KARMA allowed the manual retriggering of
modules to be assigned through Dynamic MIDI to the joystick or
other controller – something that was largely hidden and not often
used. In KARMA 3.0, the Retrigger feature has been given a
dedicated button in the Real-Time Controls page and configured to be available in every Performance,
where this useful DJ-like action can be triggered from the Motif’s Remote Mode, external controllers, or
the computer keyboard or mouse.  The feature has been further enhanced with an automatic time
window whereby you can retrigger the current chord with the button, then play a new chord after it and
have the new chord restart the groove as well, allowing for complex interactions between the button and
the chords you play in a way that was previously impossible. It’s a cool effect that’s difficult to describe
here, but easy to see in the videos.

Velocity Response Curves

The new Velocity Response page of the Performance Editor adds response curves that can be individually
tailored for each Performance and the sounds you use in it, for each of four different input methods. You
can set the velocity response individually for the left hand keyboard (Keyboard 1), the right hand
keyboard (Keyboard 2), the input to KARMA from the keyboard (KARMA Input), and the Chord Triggers
(pads).
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The image above shows the following example: you can make KARMA completely insensitive to velocity
on the input (KARMA Input) by configuring a straight line (such that KARMA pays no attention to how
hard or soft you play a chord in the input area), while making the left hand pad sound (Keyboard 1) fairly
insensitive and the RH lead sound (Keyboard 2) a bit more sensitive – and assuming the Chord Triggers
have been set to one of the velocity sensitive modes, you can configure how the pads “feel” separately as
well. With the wide variety of programs/voices that each respond differently to the keyboard velocity,
you can use the KARMA Performance to control the velocity response characteristics, rather than edit the
programs or just “put up with it”.

Master Transpose

The new Master Transpose setting (+/- 12 semitones)
allows the changing of the “key” that KARMA generates in
response to your chords. It can be controlled in real-time
from the Motif’s Remote Mode, external controllers, or the
computer keyboard or mouse, and optionally stored in
each KARMA Performance. Play in the key that you are
comfortable with while KARMA generates music and
transposes your keyboard parts into a different key (i.e. play in
the key of C, with Master Transpose at +4, and everything
comes out in the key of E). Use it as a creative tool - transpose
chromatically multiple times during a solo section, and amaze
everyone with your ability to play in all keys - then press both
assigned controller buttons together on the control surface
and reset to the original stored key.

Chord Triggers (Pads) - Individual Velocity Sensitivity and Transpose

In what may possibly be the most advanced chord and
note triggering features of any existing software, each of
the 16 assignable Chord Triggers store up to 8 notes,
each note with its own velocity - and each Chord Trigger
can now be individually assigned to use velocity
sensitivity, or the new Master Transpose feature. For
example, you could have 8 pads assigned to chords with
fixed velocities so no matter how hard you play them,
they always trigger the music at the stored level, while
the other 8 pads are assigned to trigger drum notes or
hits with velocity sensitivity. The chords can use the new
Master Transpose settings, while the other pads can
selectively transpose or not, depending on whether they
are drum sounds or melodic hits that must match the key
of the music - and the entire setup can be different in
each Performance.

A new Velocity Mode option allows quickly switching all
Chord Triggers in real-time from “Fixed” (all fixed
velocities) to “Velocity Sensitive” (all velocity sensitive) to
“Individual” (each pad uses its own settings).
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Chord Triggers (Pads) – Intelligent Chord Trigger Transposition and other new features

Several completely new features and parameters have been
added primarily to control the integration of the Motif’s
arpeggios into KARMA Performances, but they can also serve
to control any sort of external arpeggiator in a keyboard or
plug-in.

Rather than using pre-stored notes on a Chord Trigger
(which limits their usefulness to only the programmed chord,
which may or may not match what you are doing, especially
if you are playing your own chords on the keyboard), a new
setting named “Last Played Notes” allows the use of the last
played notes from either the keyboard or a Chord Trigger. So
whatever chord was last played, you can trigger it into the
external arp and match what KARMA is presently generating.

“Intelligent Chord Trigger Transposition” allows Chord
Triggers using the “Last Played Notes” feature to intelligently
transpose their notes to additional scale steps that match the
tonality of the chord that KARMA is currently generating.
Chord Triggers used this way are typically assigned in groups
of four (or sometimes one group of eight) where the first Chord Trigger in the group is set to the root
scale step, so that it generates the same chord that was last played. Other Chord Triggers in the group
then transpose the last played notes intelligently into other scale steps, so that you can trigger ascending
or descending arp patterns that relate to the last played chord.

In other words, let’s say you played a Cmaj triad on the keyboard, or from one of the first eight Chord
Triggers. The first CT in the arp group (CT 9) would send a Cmaj to the arp; the second CT might send a
Dmin (the second scale step), the third CT might send an Emin (the third scale step), and so on. If you
played a minor chord, the notes would be similarly automatically intelligently transposed to fit the scales
steps of a minor scale. The “KARMA Motif Software – Introduction” video on karma-lab.com has a good
explanation of this great new feature.

The Chord Triggers can be set to latch, so that the external arp continues playing when the button is
released – you will see the button turn on when you press it, and stay on – and the arp keeps running.
Triggering the same button a second time turns it off. “Auto Trigger” allows a new chord played on the
keyboard or from one of the “normal” Chord Triggers to automatically transpose the latched arp to the
new chord and scale step tonality. Furthermore, the arp Chord Triggers can be assigned to Exclusive
Groups, such that a new one shuts off the previous one. Typically, in KARMA Motif, two different groups
of four Chord Triggers controlling two different arps are assigned, and the four Chord Triggers in each arp
group shut each other off - in some Performances, the two different arps shut each off; in others, they can
be layered on top of each other. The Performance Notes for each Performance details the scale steps and
various ways the arp Chord Triggers shut each other off.

Additionally, the latched arp Chord Triggers can be shut off by other operations, such as a scene change,
the end of a fill, the start of a stutter, etc. In most Performances, they have been set to turn off at a scene
change – and note that you can select the same scene you are presently on if you just want them to go
off without changing scenes. In some Performances, they are also set to turn off at the end of a fill – and
all of this can be individually configured from the Chord Triggers page within each Performance.

These features (and more) significantly enhance the ability of the Chord Triggers in KARMA 3.0 far
beyond the previous version.
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KARMA Wave-Sequencing modes for multiple keyboards and plug-ins

Four different types of KARMA wave-
sequencing control messages are now
supported, including “SysEx” and three new
ones that allow various plug-ins (in an
external DAW) that are able to switch
waveforms or programs to be “wave-
sequenced”.

SysEx: This is the regular mode of sending
System Exclusive messages that change the
keyboard’s waveforms in one or more
oscillators/elements with each note that is
generated. However, rather than tie the
operation of this to the one keyboard the
software goes with (as in previous versions), a
new “Device” menu allows you to select from a number of Korg and Yamaha
devices, so that you can use other external keyboards you may have and control
wave-sequencing on them as well. For example, if you had a Motif XF and a
Kronos, you could select the Kronos as an external destination for one of the
Modules, and then create a GE that controls KARMA Wave-Sequencing on the
Kronos. KARMA 3.0 software loads waveform lists for all the supported devices,
such that selecting a different device type updates the waveform names to the
left of the grid and in the assignment dialog.

Program Change: Any plug-in that is capable of changing programs in real-time with a Program Change
message and Bank MSB/LSB can use this (example: Purity). You can also use this with Korg or Yamaha
keyboards, and change the whole program/voice inside a timbre/track/part with each generated note
(although response times of loading the program/voice may be a factor).

1 CC (Control Change): Any plug-in that can select waveforms via a CC and value can use this (example:
Crystal).

4 CCs (Control Change): Special mode allows plug-ins with separate elements (up to 4) to sequentially
and individually activate each element (examples: Dimension Le, WusikStation).

New Performance RTP allow switching of Programs (Voices) on parts in real-time

A new Performance Real-
Time Parameter Group
“MIDI Setup” has been
added, with two new
parameters:  Mod-Out
Channel and Kbd-Out
Channel. This allows the
MIDI output channel of a
Module or Keyboard
Layer to be changed in
real-time, and stored in
the scenes if desired. For
example, this means the
RH lead part can be
changed to a completely different Program/Voice for an alternate soloing sound, as part of a Scene
change – many of the KARMA Motif Performances include two different lead sounds using this technique.
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This can also be applied to KARMA Modules, so that a GE can play a completely different sound in various
scenes.

Performance Notes can be created for each Performance

Carrying forward with Karma-Lab’s desire to always
release detailed Performance Notes with each
Performance, the new Performance Notes feature allows
an individual external document (text, rtf, doc, pdf or
html) to be associated with each Performance, and
opened by the Performance Notes button or command.
Depending on which external document editing
programs you have on your computer, the document
can be opened in Word, WordPad, NotePad, Acrobat
Reader, your browser etc. Since the document formats
can be rtf, txt or doc (among others), you can edit it right
there and insert your own helpful comments and
reminders that will be there each time you open it. And
when you create your own Performances, you can add
your own Performance Notes document as well – just
specify the path to the document inside a field in the
Performance.

Of course, we provide a comprehensive document for each of the included KARMA Performances (in html
format that opens up in your default browser). When a Performance is selected, you can easily open the
corresponding document containing detailed information about the Scenes, RT Control assignments,
Chord Trigger assignments, key zones, methods of playing, suggested uses and more. Since KARMA 3.0
includes so much new interactivity, this makes it easy to learn and understand all of the programmed
features provided in each Performance.
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Minor changes and improvements

New Note Latch Option

In previous versions, a Module could be unlatched always (Off),
or could be tied to the state of the Latch Button (on when
Latch is on, off when Latch is off – previously named “On”). The
latter has now been renamed “LB” for Latch Button, and a new
option “On” has been added – meaning the Module is always
latched and the state of the Latch Button is ignored. One use is to set the Fill Module to ignore the Latch
Button, and use the Fill (drum or melodic) to connect discrete open spaces in your performances created
by triggering and releasing the other Modules with Latch off - an effect that’s difficult to describe here,
but extremely cool in use (watch for the videos)!

Chord Recognition displayed always (even when KARMA is off)

A small change, but useful: unlike earlier versions of the software,
KARMA’s chord recognition is always active and will display the
analysis for the notes you play on the keyboard, even when
KARMA is turned off in the software (for example, when playing
the keyboard sounds without KARMA accompaniment, to create
an intro or interlude). Or you can use it to learn about chord
voicings without constantly triggering the KARMA generation.

More assignable CCs for real-time control via external controllers

Master Transpose Up/Down,
Master Volume, Mix/RTC View
selection and Stop are just
some of the many new
assignable CC control points
added to the newly
redesigned MIDI Setup
(Global) Editor > RT Setup
page.
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Extensively Redesigned Interface

Single Window design

KARMA 3.0’s GUI has been extensively redesigned, with nearly all of KARMA’s independent editing
windows collected into a single-window interface that uses far less screen real estate and fits comfortably
on a 1024 x 768 display. Twelve tab buttons across the top select the individual pages, which contain the
separate editors for KARMA’s various features and functions. For example, the Performance tab includes
the previous version’s Performance Editor; the Generated Effect tab includes the previous version’s GE
Editor.

New Scene Matrix Page

The new full-size Scene Matrix page
(shown at the right) is essentially a
larger expanded version of the
Scene Matrix grid in the center of
the Real-Time Controls Editor page.
It allows any of the 32 scenes in any
of the 7 Module Control Layers to
be selected from the screen with
ease. On this one page, if all 32
scenes were programmed in each
layer, you could select from over 2
billion combinations!
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Activity Meters

New Activity Meters that mimic the
appearance and feel of audio level meters
display the MIDI activity (level) of each of
the 8 tracks, in both the new RTC Mix
Volumes page and the Performance
Editor GE Setup page.

New Status Area

The new Status Area in the Main Window allows control of the
Modules (Solo/Run) and selection of the current RT Control Layer and
current Edit Module at all times, along with other useful information.

Visual Feedback while editing Scenes

All RT Control Layers and the Mix View now show edited settings with yellow dots in the switches and
slider heads, allowing you to easily see at a glance what you’ve modified. Double-clicking a slider resets it
to the stored setting. And each Scene, in each Control Layer, has its own compare buffer – simply click
the Compare/Restore button to the left to instantly go back and forth between the edited and the stored
version of the Scene.
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